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About Us
ULTRA-X is a community-driven multi-currency reflection
token. $UTX allows token holders to earn any token on
Binance Smart Chain! Unlike other rewards tokens where
you earn one token for the life of the coin, ULTRA-X users get
to chose which token they would like to receive. Token
holders can choose their reward on our dashboard. Which
token would you choose?
To help protect from whales dumping or from holding high
percentages of the supply, we feature a 1% max sell and a
2% max hold. Additionally, ULTRA-X will have extensive antisniper features to protect users.
$UTX is led by an experienced and dedicated team that
has ambitious plans for the future of the token and its
planned ecosystem. The goal is to create the ULTRA-X digital
ecosystem. The ecosystem will include a yield farm,
decentralized exchange, IDO platform, and NFT marketplace.

Token Rewards
Unlike traditional rewards tokens where you are
stuck with the same token for the life of the coin. ULTRA-X
utilizes a revolutionary concept of allowing token to choose which
token they would like to receive as rewards. Not only that, token
holders can choose a new rewards token as often as the like!
The token reward choices are endless because users can
choose any token that is listed on Pancakeswap. You can
choose: ETH, SHIB, BUSD, ADA, and thousands of others! If you
don’t choose anything, don’t worry, the default reward will be
BNB.
HOW TO CHOOSE REWARDS
1. Navigate here: https://dashboard.ultrax.app/
2. Click “Connect” to connect with your wallet
3. Paste in the contract address of the token you would like to
receive or select one of the default options.
4. Click “Set Custom Rewards Token”
5. Confirm on your wallet (you will be charged a very small gas
fee to write to the smart contract)
6. That’s it! You will now receive your chosen reward every 60
minutes. You can choose a new reward as often as you like.

Tokenomics
Each $UTX transaction is taxed 12% which is split into
token dividends, liquidity, marketing, and buyback. On sells,
the tax is increased to 15%. There is a 1% max sell, and a
2% max wallet balance to help prevent whales.
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Thank you for being a part of our
community!
https://ultrax.app/

